Abstract: Dynamic Server Selection (DSS) is a new DNS method for the optimal server selection of a multiple available network service. The method allows dynamic selection of a server on the client side based on the information of the server load and its network topological distance from the client. The server selection is based on the calculations of a composite DNS-metric in which servers, whose IP addresses are sent in a DNS response, are ranked from the optimal to the least suitable. Calculation parameters are server response time, which the client measures for each server independently, and the server load, which is specified by the server administrator. The DSS method has the lowest overall network service response time in comparison with the other four observed methods (Geographical, Hops, Random and RTT) which, in measurements done in a real time environment, have longer response time from 8.5% to 26.8% compared to DSS.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing importance of the high availability of network services that servers provide to its clients and increased server load, it is common to establish a highly available network service by using two or more servers, located on the same or different locations, and connected to the internet with a single or multiple communication link [1, 2] . By using multiple servers to perform the same network function, it is possible to [3, 4] : -distribute the load between servers based on the current load of the individual server and the load of individual communication link of the server (server and link load balancing); -enable access to network services in the case of unavailability of a particular server, caused by server failure or the failure of the network path between the client and the server (network and server failure failover).
Thereby placing servers on different physical locations and/or different access communication links, allows the optimization of the network traffic between the client and the servers in a manner of selecting the optimal server for each client [5, 6] . If in such cases redundant servers have different network response times, because of different performance and/or load of a server and/or a communication link, the client can access the server with the shortest network distance and/or lowest loaded, that is select the server with fastest response time to the request.
To determine the server with the fastest respond to a client's request, it is necessary to consider server response time, a parameter of the computer network, and server load, the parameter of the server's network service. Since these are dynamic, time varying parameters, it is necessary to have their most accurate and the most recent values and an algorithm that, based on the available data of network/server response time and server load, will determine which server is the best for delivering a network service for each individual client.
The goal of developing a method for a client side dynamic server selection of a multiple available network service by using a composite DNS-metric in the existing DNS [7] is to provide: -For clients: faster network service response time and faster data transfer, therefore greater customer satisfaction with the network service -For network service providers: improved solution for server unavailability occurrence and enhanced management of the server and internet links load -For basic network infrastructure/ISP's: faster data throughput and reduced possibility of network congestion
In this paper DSS (Dynamic Server Selection), a new client side method for dynamic server selection of a multiple available network service is proposed. The server selection process is based on the calculations of a composite DNS-metric for address DNS resource records returned to the client. Composite DNS-metric can include and combine the information of the particular server load and its network topological distance from the client. The DSS method does not exclude any of the existing methods for server selection and can be used as a standalone or an additional method for optimal server selection on the client side, in particular as an extension of server side methods by introducing the client's view into the final selection process.
The paper is organized as follows: after the introduction, in Chapter 2 the previously related work is shown chronologically. The third chapter describes DSS, a new client side method for dynamic server selection of a multiple available network service. Chapter 4 contains implementation of the DSS method and analysis of the method effectiveness. Chapter 5 concludes the work.
RELATED WORK
In [8] , a dynamic server selection is introduced for the first time and the basic metrics for measuring network distance are defined: the number of hops (static metrics) and the packages round trip time -RTT (dynamic metric). The dominance of the dynamic methods compared to static methods is confirmed. In [9] the goal of the dynamic server selection is defined: delivery of service in the shortest possible time. The main reasons for using replicated network services are server load and network delay because of slow, loaded or long distances paths.
In [10] , it is determined that when selecting the closest server, its geographic proximity does not necessarily reflect its network proximity as well as the least loaded server, and using the DNS round robin method is not sufficiently precise.
In [11] it is shown that collecting additional servers and network paths data before selecting servers significantly improves service response time. The metric used is multiple measuring of RTT. It is proposed to introduce server load as a new additional metric. The introduction of DNS queries preprocessor related to DNS that works as a DNS proxy and can operate in both the client and the server side was proposed in [12] to solve the problem of request distribution between redundant servers. Further in the same study, in [13] the necessity of introducing a method of selecting the server on the client side was indicated, wherein the possible problem is collecting the necessary server parameters.
In [14] it is concluded that DNS is a simple method for directing clients to the closest server that does not require changes in existing network protocols wherein the existing problem is collecting, combining and delivering the necessary server parameters. In [15] a DNS based scheme of the server selection in CDN (Content Delivery/ Distribution Network) was introduced where the basic requirements are sustainability and simplicity.
Dynamic client server selection method based on QoS (Quality of Service) is shown in [16] . It is said that the selection on the client side has the problem of determining the server load and the best server selection from the client's perspective can be done using QoS.
In [17] it is shown that the appropriate server should be selected considering the estimated location, measured RTT and advertised server load. In [18] , the authors are developing a tool that researchers can use for their own metrics exploration and for determining network proximity and algorithms for routing queries.
In [19] , an empirical assessment of five client-based policies for the selection of web services is created. It was concluded that features of the local client environment can have a significant impact on some of the policies. In [20] , the resolution of DNS queries in CDN by defining the "CDN DNS Request Routing" strategies is analysed. A network infrastructure solution for server selection in which routers can select different paths from clients to servers is proposed in [21] .
According to the authors in [22] , by using a multihomed networks Internet service may be available by multiple network paths and it would be possible to improve the sensitivity of the servers to network failure and increase system performance.
The impact of the DNS TTL value to the DNS server load is analysed in [23] . In [24] the introduction of a proxy DNS on the client side is proposed which, for the CNAME (Canonical Name) DNS responses, directly send queries to the authoritative DNS servers of the CDNs so the CDNs know the location of the client and can modify the DNS response.
In [25] and [26] it is stated that the CDNs direct the clients to their servers based on unreliable information of the client's location and the network conditions between the client and the server. They propose a method in which the client must use the ISP's DNS server that forwards authoritative answers to the server that ranks them.
In [27] a probabilistic video chunk scheduling approach for HTTP protocol from multiple servers in parallel is proposed, considering heterogeneous and timevarying bandwidth of multiple servers. In [28] new protocol is designed to improve the user experience by providing better fairness, efficiency and stability in the context of multi-server HTTP adaptive streaming. In [29] dynamic server selection strategy is proposed that enables the streaming client to select the optimal video delivery server and allows any adaptation algorithm to be plugged into it. This paper proposes a new method for the optimal server selection of a multiple available network service that is not specific to one type of network service, which takes into account the current server load and the client's topological network distance instead of the geographic distance between the server and the client. Furthermore, a new method does not approximate the client's network distance based on the client's IP address, and does not require the creation of special infrastructure or the use of specialized servers. The method does not require constant monitoring of network services, does not have complex network requirements for implementation and does not require changes to basic network infrastructure.
The DSS method solves the problem of delivery and combining parameters for dynamic server selection process on a client side by combining two dynamic parameters, one from the server side (server load) and one from the client side (network distance represented by RTT) in the form of a composite DNS-metric controlled by the service/server administrator. The DSS method can be implemented quickly and easily by using an existing DNS infrastructure for DSS data transfer to the client and can use DNS functionality for dynamic parameters updates.
DYNAMIC SERVER SELECTION (DSS)
The DSS method allows the client to independently, according to the information of server's IP addresses for the requested network service, which is given as a response to the DNS request, determine which servers are currently available, load factor of each server and its network topological distance from the client. This data, along with rules specified by the administrator of the network service, allow client to select the most appropriate server through the process of calculating the composite DNS-metrics for delivered A/AAAA DNS resource records (RR), where A is IPv4 and AAAA is IPv6 IP address. That way, the two dynamic parameters, one from the client side (network distance represented by RTT) [9, 11] and one from the server side (server load) [12] can be combined together. That solves the problem of introducing the method of selecting the server on the client side, wherein the existing problem is collecting, combining and delivery of the necessary parameters [14] .
The
method introduces a new type of DNS RR: RR TYPE DSS in the DNS class CLASS (IN)
DSS RR is an optional RR in the zone database of the authoritative DNS server. It allows description of the parameters such as load of a particular server (defined by A/AAAA RR), parameters for network distance determination and the parameters for calculating the composite DNS-metric of the A/AAAA RR. DSS RR is used in additional section of DNS response and has a standard structure of an additional section RR: Name Type Class TTL A/AAAA Priority Load Impact Request Interval Protocol Port Time Refresh Timeout Flags Field: Type: Description: NAME: u_int16 requested DNS name (QNAME) TYPE: u_int16 specifies the type of the resource CLASS: u_int16 identifies a protocol family or instance of a protocol, for DSS RR has standard value IN TTL: u_int32 describes how long a RR can be cached before it should be discarded RDLENGHT: u_int16 field that defines the length of the RDATA RR in octets RDATA: contains DSS RR data and has the following format: Field: Type: Description: A/AAAA: u_int16 Value of A/AAAA RR of the server for which the DSS record is defined. In the database of the authoritative DNS server a 32-bit IP address is entered for IPv4 or a 128-bit IP address for IPv6. During the formatting response to the DNS query, it is replaced by a 16-bit pointer to IP address in A/AAAA RR, in the same form of NAME field pointer PRIORITY: u_int8 server priority factor, allows the distinguishing between primary and secondary servers. The value 0 represents highest priority and the value 255 represents lowest priority LOAD: u_int8 server load factor, allows the description of the server load within the priority class. The value 0 represents lowest and the value 255 represents highest server load IMPACT: u_int8 composite DNS-metric factor that is used in metric calculation to determine the impact of server's network distance on the composite metric calculation. The value 0 means the least impact (network distance is not considered) and the value of 255 indicates the biggest impact. It can also be used to prioritize certain server's links REQUEST: u_int8 define the number of requests that the client sends to the server for testing the network distance INTERVAL: u_int16 time in milliseconds between sending two consecutive requests for testing the network distance PROTOCOL: u_int16 Internet protocol type, has the standard value 6 for TCP and 17 for UDP PORT: u_int16 PROTOCOL's port that contains the service for network distance testing TIME: u_int16 time in milliseconds from the sending of the first packet to test network distances up to the start of DSS procedures for calculation of composite DNSmetric REFRESH: u_int16 time in milliseconds from the start of the DNS-metric calculation up to the restart of the DSS calculation in order to refresh the DNS-metric TIMEOUT: u_int16 time in milliseconds from sending the first packets to test network distance up to declaring the server unavailable FLAGS: u_int16 field for marks, 8 MSB bits for development, 8 LSB bits for the mark of the DSS version, the initial version is 0
The DSS method functionality is described for authoritative and non-authoritative DNS servers and DNS clients.
Authoritative DNS Server
The rules of implementing DSS RRs into an authoritative DNS server: -Authoritative DNS servers implement DSS RRs only for A/AAAA RRs and do not use them for CNAME RRs. Each A/AAAA RR can have one or more DSS RRs but only one RR for the same value PROTOCOL/PORT. If there are more DSS RRs defined for the same domain name, the last defined RR is always used, unless there is an explicit request for a specific DSS RR defined by the value PROTOCOL/PORT. If there is at least one DSS RR existing for a domain name, the value for the last defined DSS RRs is used on all the A/AAAA RRs of that network name, for which the DSS RR is not explicitly defined. When there is no DSS RRs defined for a domain name, then DSS method is considered not implemented for that domain name -For DSS RRs the same rules are applied as for the other DNS RRs. For the RRs values (fields) that are not specified, values defined in the first previous NAME record are applied. The first DSS RR for each domain name must have all DSS fields defined, there is no predefined values for DSS parameters (fields) -The authoritative DNS server will enter all DSS fields in an additional section in reply to the requested A/AAAA RR and will fill in all fields considering the entry order in the database. The DSS algorithm on the client side will enforce all the rules for multiple RRs and RRs that are not defined.
An example of implementation of the DSS RRs in the authoritative server is shown in Fig. 1 . Explanation of the DNS RRs of the authoritative DNS server:
The domain name "server. 
Non-Authoritative DNS Server
Non-authoritative, usually recursive or forwarding DNS servers should forward the DSS RRs in the same form as they received them: for A/AAAA RRs they should forward all the associated DSS RRs with unchanged content (except TTL field) in the same order they received them in the DNS response from the authoritative or some other non-authoritative DNS server. Non-authoritative server that received DSS RRs from other non-authoritative server does not require an authoritative response and can insert the DSS RRs in a cache considering the TTL value of the DSS RRs.
DNS Client (Resolver)
A DNS client that receives a DNS response containing DSS RR and supports the DSS method calculates the DNSmetric in the following way: -Checks whether all A/AAAA RRs have the corresponding DSS RR. If an A/AAAA RR has no associated A/AAAA RR, the data of the last DSS RR obtained in a DNS response is applied on it -Checks whether an A/AAAA RR has multiple DSS RRs. If there are multiple DSS RRs, the last DSS RR is used unless the DNS client has the information for which PROTOCOL/PORT A/AAAA RR is required, in which case is selected the appropriate DSS RR. For the full functionality of the DSS method, which supports multiple DSS RRs for the same A/AAAA RR, it is necessary to provide the information to the DSS client for which service the DNS query is requested -Checks whether the field PRIORITY has the same value in all DSS RRs. If the field PRIORITY has different values, it processes only DSS RRs with the highest priority (lowest value of the field PRIORITY) -(a) Starts measuring time and to all A/AAAA IP addresses from the previous step sends queries every INTERVAL milliseconds, whose number is defined by the REQUEST parameter, to determine the availability of the network service on the defined PROTOCOL/PORT -After the expiration of the TIME period, checks the received responses (RTT values): -If a response was received from a minimum of one A/AAAA IP address, the DNS client initiates the procedure of calculating the DNS-metric using medium RTT value as RESPONSE parameter (in milliseconds) in the calculation of the metric. After calculating the DNS metric, the IP addresses are sorted in the order of the IP address with the lowest metric to IP addresses with the highest composite DNS-metric. With the IP addresses obtained after calculating the metric, the DNS client continues to work as with classic DNS responses respecting the order of sorted IP addresses -If there is no received response from the A/AAAA IP addresses to which the request was sent, after expiry of the REFRESH period, the algorithm returns to point (a), thus increasing the period to twice the value of the previous TIME period (TIME = TIME * 2, binary exponential back off). The maximum number of iterations is two, after which the DSS RRs with the next lower priority are processed (with the next higher value of the field PRIORITY). If even after checking the RRs with the lowest priority there is no received responses, the DNS client continues to work with DNS query as with a classic DNS query without the DSS support. For servers that do not respond in the TIMEOUT period, the associated DSS RRs are not considered until the end of the TTL time
Results of the DSS algorithms can be stored in the DNS client's cache, considering the TTL value of A/AAAA and DSS RRs (it is recommended that both have the same TTL value) and specifying the PROTOCOL/PORT for which the calculation is made.
Calculating the Composite DNS-Metric
After receiving DSS RRs and finishing measuring RESPONSE parameter, the client starts to calculate the composite DNS-metric for every server's IP address. Calculation shown in Eq. (1) 
The maximum value of a DNS metric for some IP address (METRIC (i) ) is 2, which can be obtained as a sum of the maximum metric of the server load Fig. 2 shows the impact of changing the parameter RESPONSE, which is changing from the starting value 0 ms to the final value 30 ms, and the parameter IMPACT, which is changing from his minimal possible value of 0 to his maximum value of 255, on the calculation of the DNS metric. Parameter maxLOAD has a value of 0 so the server load is not considered. 
IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE DSS METHOD
The DSS method is primary developed for small to medium scale network services with dynamic, on demand, unique generated content based on client requests to network service. In situations where a client can choose a particular server or server cluster (represented to the client as a single server with one IP address), the DSS returns to the client two or more, but limited number of unicast and/or anycast IP addresses of servers with required network service for optimal server selection on the client side. Thereby servers and server clusters typically have different topological distances to the client and/or different server loads and some implementations of the DSS method would require additionally exposed IP addresses to the clients for better server granularity.
To analyse the efficiency of the DSS method, practical measurements were made in real conditions, using six ISPs that make up their own autonomous systems on the client side and the two servers connected to the Internet by two independent communication links each. According to Fig  3, the server server1 .example.com is available over two independent internet links and has a public IP address on each of them: ISP 1: 8/8 Mbps, IP: IP_1_1 and ISP 2: 10/10 Mbps, IP: IP_2_1.
Figure 3 Test environment
The server server2.example.com is available over two public IP addresses, ISP 1: IP: IP_1_2 I ISP 2 IP: IP_2_2. Selection of server and internet link is done on the client side by selecting the destination IP address of the server (IP_1_1, IP_2_2, IP_1_2 or IP_2_2) . Selection of the outgoing internet link is done on the server router by using policy-based routing based on the source IP address of the server.
Servers (OS Windows Server 2008 R2 x64) have an active HTTP service on TCP port 80 and enabled ICMP protocol. For servers server1.example.com and server2.example.com in the DNS zone example.com are defined 4 A RRs for FQDN (fully qualified domain name) server.example.com. with IP addresses IP_1_1, IP_2_2, IP_1_2 IP_2_2.
Measurements have been made for accessing the servers server.example.com, connected by two internet links, from six clients belonging to six different autonomous systems. Clients are geographically located within a radius of 3 kilometres from the servers server.example.com, thus excluding geopositioning, which is usually defined on a country, region or city level.
Measurements on clients (Windows 7 x86/x64) collected the following data: -the number of hops from the host to the server (using the tool Traceroute) -three RTT measurements with the 8 ICMP packets, with packet size of 16, 32 and 64 bytes respectively and sending interval of 10 ms -transfer time for a file of the size of 256 KB, 1MB and 4MB respectively and response time of a web page that contains demanding CPU calculation, using both internet links and first low then high loaded server.
Impact of the Server Load (LOAD Parameter) on the Service Response Time
Since the server load can be a parameter in calculating the composite DNS-metrics using the LOAD parameter, the influence of the server load on service response time is observed. LOAD parameter allows the description of the server load within the priority class. The value 0 represents the lowest and the value 255 represents the highest server load. Parameter is defined by the server administrator and depends on the type of network service. It can be based on the CPU load, disk IO load, memory usage, network load, etc. or any combination of server's performance parameters.
The response time for the HTTP service of the server1.example.com is measured, available on the IP addresses IP_1_1 and IP_2_1, during low and high server load where the LOAD parameter for server load is based on the CPU load, other system resources in all measurements are unburdened. The CPU load is in all measurements controlled. It has measured the response time difference of requests to the HTTP service in two cases: -downloading a file the size of 256 KB, 1 MB and 4 MB by using HTTP service from the server server1.example.com with very low server's processor usage (average CPU load 1%) and with full loaded processor (average CPU load 100%), shown in Fig. 4 .
-loading a web page containing mathematical calculation by using the HTTP service from the server server1.example.com with a low (1%) and then high (100%) loaded processor, shown on Measurements results show a significant impact of the processor load on service response time. The average increase of the response time for downloading a file from the IP address IP_1_1 is 23.9% with a value range from 0% do 110%, while the average increase of the response time for downloading from the IP_2_1 is 19.4% with a value range from 0% to 62.5%.
Measurements results of loading a web page containing mathematical calculation, which is based on intensive CPU usage, show a significant average increase of service response time in relation to the increase in response time for downloading a file. The average increased response time of loading a web page with a mathematical calculation from the IP address IP_1_1 is 52.4%, with the value range from 22.8% to 97.5%, while the average increased response time for the IP address IP_2_1 is 31.9%, with the value range from 21% to 39.7%.
In both cases the impact of the server load, in this particular case the processor load, on the response time was confirmed thus also confirms the necessity of the LOAD parameter in the calculation of the DNS-metric.
Impact of the Network Response Time (RESPONSE Parameter) on the Service Response Time
To determine the impact of the network response time (parameter RESPONSE) on the service response time, it is observed difference of the RTT to the server server1.example.com when it is accessed over the internet links ISP 2 (IP_2_1) and ISP 1 (IP_1_1) and the difference of the service response time for downloading a file of the size 256 kB, 1 MB and 4 Mb for a low and a high loaded server, as shown on Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Measurements results show strong relationship of the network response time to the service response time. A server that has a shorter RTT responds to request quickly, which means that the client can download the file faster from a server to which has a shorter RTT. The results show the same trend of RTT influence on service response time when accessing both low and high loaded servers. Measurements confirmed the impact of the network response time on the service response time thus also necessity of the RESPONSE parameter in the calculation of the DNS-metric.
Determining the Optimal Server to Access a Multiple Available Network Service
To determine the optimal server to access a multiple available network service using proposed DSS method, the server selection results by using the DSS method are compared with four common methods of server selection: Geographical -static, based on geographical distance; Hops -static, based on the number of hops; Randomdynamic, based on a random server selection (round robin DNS) and RTT -dynamic, based on RTT measurements.
The results for other four observed methods are calculated from measurements result of the DSS method.
The DSS method is implemented in a manner that the LOAD parameter to the server server1.example.com is set to the value 0 (minimum loaded server), while the server server2.example.com LOAD parameter value is set to 255 (maximum loaded server), according to the actual server workload. The IMPACT parameter is set to a maximum value of 255 (maximum impact of the RESPONSE parameter) for both servers.
The measurements results and the calculations for all five methods, shown in Tab. 1, show that in the case of access multiple available network service, available on two servers accessible by two internet links each, the Hops method is least favourable because it only gave the optimal IP address in 1/3 of the cases (in two out of six cases). The Random, Geographical and RTT methods all gave the optimal IP addresses to the multiple available network service only in 50% of the cases. The DSS method gave the optimal IP address in all 6/6 cases, with a 100% accuracy. IP_1_1  IP_2_1  IP_2_1  IP_1_1  IP_2_1  IP_2_1  Geographical (same as Random)  IP_1_1  IP_2_1  IP_1_2  IP_2_2  IP_1_1  IP_2_1  Hops  IP_1_1  IP_2_1  IP_2_2  IP_1_2  IP_1_1  IP_1_2  Random  IP_1_1  IP_2_1  IP_1_2  IP_2_2  IP_1_1  IP_2_1  RTT  IP_1_1  IP_2_1  IP_2_2  IP_1_2  IP_2_1  IP_2_2 In the process of determining the optimal IP address for a multiple A RRs a conventional round robin DNS mechanism of A RRs sorting is assumed as well as sequential DNS queries from ISP1 to ISP 6 for Hops, RTT and Random methods.
Tab. 2 shows the summary time needed to download a 1MB file for all 6 ISPs for 5 observed methods. The RTT method has the least increase in download time in relation to the DSS method, which is 8.5%. The Hops method extends the total time of file transfer by 12.7%. Geographical/Random method extends the total file download time by 26 .8% compared to the DSS method. Because of same geographic location for all six clients Geographic method turned into Random. 
CONCLUSION
User demands for a high availability and as fast as possible network service response time require redundant servers for network service, wherein the servers are very often physically distributed. Thus the access to a particular server can be based on the current load of the server and/or the communication link and allow the client to select the server with fastest service response time.
The DSS method for selecting the optimal server of multiple available network service allows a dynamic selection of servers based on the information of the server load and its network topological distance to the client. The DSS method adds a new DNS RR, size of 32 bytes for each server, in the additional section of the DNS message. The server selection is based on a calculation of the composite DNS-metric on the client side where the servers are ranked by using the network response time parameter, which the client is measuring for each server individually, and the server load parameter, that is specified by the server/service administrator and forwarded to the client, together with the rules for the calculation of the DNSmetric.
In this article the need for a new method for a client side dynamic server selection of multiple available network service has been established. Measurement results confirmed the effects of network response time and server load on the service response time. The DSS method showed shortening of service response time in relation to other four observed methods, which in examined case, with two servers on the two links each, is from 8.5% to 26.8%.
The DSS method can be used as only one or as an additional method for optimal server selection. It does not exclude the use of any of existing methods, it combines two dynamic parameters, one from the server side (server load) and one from the client side (network distance represented by RTT) in the form of a single, composite DNS-metric controlled by the service/server administrator. DSS method can be implemented quickly and easily by using an existing DNS infrastructure for transfer data to the client and can use existing DNS functionality for dynamic parameters updates.
Future work will include development of an analytical model for calculating the response time of the network service for determining the efficiency index of the DSS method.
